
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of MTS software
engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for MTS software engineer

This technical staff position leads and/or develops and executes exceptionally
complex technology and engineering projects and leads research and
development of new technologies as appropriate
Analyse and optimise rendering performance of games using cutting edge
techniques, tools and expertise
Optimise shaders and work with our compiler teams to make sure the
graphics compilers are generating optimal code
Research new and novel ways to expose the novel things in Radeon GPU
microarchitectures to developers, to give them a comprehensive and feature-
rich development experience
Help guide our tools team in order to create world class graphics debugging
and performance analysis software
Travel on-site with key game developers to assist them with their games
technology
Perform SDK component optimization and regular smoke tests (software and
hardware)
Tasks execution assigned by Members of Technical Staff(MTS) and Manager
Demonstrate flexibility, strong motivation and a proven record of meeting
aggressive deadlines the ability to work as part of a team
As a senior member of the team, you will also be responsible for code
reviews, creating unit tests, authoring detailed documentation related to your
work, and working with on-site and off-shore teams to deliver the software
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Qualifications for MTS software engineer

Leadership – 2+ years of familiarity with a ‘Lead Dev’ or equivalent style role
Java – Extremely comfortable (8+ years)
At a high level, a strong expectation of comfort with all the popular web and
mid-tier frameworks commonly found at web-companies like Spring, JAX-RS,
Maven, JUnit, Eclipse-based tools, JMX
Ability to work in complex technical environment and navigate the muddy
waters
Knowing the right time to ask for assistance and when to try and push
through on your own so as not to derail team members
Experience with C++ is a big plus when addressing legacy issues/changes


